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 I don't want a pickle
Just want to ride on my motorcycle
And I don't want a tickle
'Cause I'd rather ride on my motorcycle

And I don't want to die
I just want to ride on my motorcycle
It was late last night the other day
I thought I'd go up and see Ray
So l went up and I saw Ray
There was only one thing Ray could say, was:

I don't want a pickle
Just want to ride on my motorcycle
And I don't want a tickle
'Cause I'd rather ride on my motorcycle

And I don't want to die
I just want to ride on my motorcycle
Just last week I was on my bike
I run into a friend named Mike
Run into my friend named Mike
Mike no longer has a bike. He cries:

I don't want a pickle
Just want to ride on my motorcycle
And I don't want a tickle
'Cause I'd rather ride on my motorcycle

And I don't want to die
I just want to ride on my motorcycle

Motorcycle Song

“I don’t wanna pickle. I just wanna ride on my motorsickle.”
Arlo Guthrie’s “The Motorcycle Song." was a radio hit in the
late sixties and it appeared on five of Guthrie’s albums from
1967 to 2011.  One of the reasons for its enduring popularity
is that it’s just naturally funny---as is Arlo. Motorcycle riders are
generally thought of as "tough guys", but "The Motorcycle
Song” constructs a completely different persona for them – as
an easy-going, ironic, laid-back storyteller who speaks in the
vocabulary of sixties hippie culture.   

As a son of legendary folk musician Woody Guthrie, Arlo
Guthrie was a living link between the old and the new left, and
marched against the Vietnam War as a teenager. After his
initial popularity with Alice’s Restaurant, he was compared to
Bob Dylan and Donovan, and performed at Woodstock.
Guthrie’s laconic speech, wild hair, and distinctive hat were
themselves a challenge to the “establishment” in a time when
“hippies” were automatically targeted by law enforcement for
harassment and detention.

When the "The Motorcycle Song" comes on the radio, a smile
immediately breaks out on my face.  I think of Arlo, probably a
bit stoned, telling stories from the stage, and creating fantastic
characters, like the motorcycle riders struggling with their
pickles. For this series, I combine real  photos with those
generated by an AI program. The later were generated using
DALL-E 2, which is an artificial intelligence program that can
create original, realistic images from a text description.  
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